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The presentation will begin at 7:00pm

Welcome to An Introduction to the Howard County 
Complete Streets Design Manual

THIS PRESENTATION WILL BE RECORDED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmahWelcome! We are so glad you could join us. [Introduce yourself].We have an experienced group of County staff and consultants presenting this evening.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AmahRevisions to the Howard County Complete Streets Design Manual have been guided by the Complete Streets Implementation Team, which is comprised of internal and external stakeholders. On behalf of the County, I would like to thank members of the Implementation Team for their time and expertise. The Team has met 33 times over the course of the past 24 months. 
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Virtual Workshop Logistics

• Today’s presentation will be recorded and made 
available to the public at 
www.howardcountymd.gov/DM-updates

• You can listen via your computer speakers or by 
calling in on your phone. To listen to the audio via 
phone, please call:
– Phone number: 1-650-479-3207
– Access code: 2314 207 2894 
If you are experiencing technical difficulties on Webex, the 
workshop is being streamed on the Howard County 
Government Facebook page at www.facebook.com/hocogov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bruce[Introduce yourself] (read from slide)

http://www.howardcountymd.gov/DM-updates
http://www.facebook.com/hocogov
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Virtual Workshop Logistics

• Members of the public cannot be seen or heard 
during this workshop

• If you wish to submit a question or comment, 
please use the chat feature on Webex or send 
them to transportation@howardcountymd.gov

• Presenters will do their best to respond to 
questions and comments during the Q&A session 
at the end of the event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bruce(read from slide)

mailto:transportation@howardcountymd.gov
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Welcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BruceAfter two years of hard work, the Complete Streets Implementation Team (CSIT) is pleased to submit Howard County’s first Complete Streets Design Manual for public review and comment. This Advisory Document represents a substantial improvement in how Howard County streets will be designed and constructed to accommodate all users, with an increased emphasis on equity and the most vulnerable users. Tonight, we will provide some background on process and an overview of those changes.While some items deserve further consideration by the County and the public during the public review of the document, the October 8th version, available on the County website,  is the product of a thoughtful, collaborative and detailed process by the CSIT. The public is encouraged to identify areas that can be strengthened and enhanced and the CSIT is open to considering changes to ensure the revisions move the County towards a progressive design manual.
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Howard County Complete Streets Policy

Vision:
To ensure that Howard County 

is a place for individuals of all backgrounds 
to live and travel freely, safely, and comfortably, 
public and private roadways in Howard County 

shall be safe and convenient
for residents of all ages and abilities 

who travel by foot, bicycle, public 
transportation or automobile, 

ensuring sustainable communities Countywide.

Council Resolution 120-2019, Adopted October 7, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BruceHoward County council adopted a Complete Streets policy in October 2019. (read from slide)
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Today’s Speakers
Amah Binde, PE, PMP, Engineering Bureau Chief
Howard County Department of Public Works

Bruce Gartner, Administrator
Howard County Office of Transportation

Leah Kacanda, AICP, Senior Project Planner
Whitman, Requardt and Associates

Chris Eatough, Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator
Howard County Office of Transportation

Bryan Townsend, PE, Vice President
Whitman, Requardt and Associates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bruce(ordered in speaking sequence)This evening we will be hearing from our consultants at Whitman, Requardt and Associates, a nationally recognized engineering firm based in Baltimore who have worked with us closely for the past two years on this effort. You will also hear from Chris Eatough, from the Howard County Office of Transportation. We also have representatives from the Department of Public Works and Department of Planning and Zoning available to answer questions during the Q&A portion of the workshop.
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Agenda

• Introduction
• What are Complete Streets?
• What are the benefits?
• Howard County Complete 

Streets Policy
• Overview of Design Manual 

Updates
• Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahThank you Bruce. [introduce yourself]. Today we will provide a brief summary of what Complete Streets are and the benefits, before we get into an overview of updates to the Howard County Design Manual.(read from slide)
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WHAT ARE
COMPLETE STREETS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leah[Pause briefly]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahComplete Streets provide for safe, comfortable, and convenient travel for everyone, regardless of age or ability – by walking, bicycling, driving, or riding public transportation. They often include some or all of the elements shown in this graphic.
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Context is important

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahComplete Streets doesn’t mean every street will look like the one you can see here, with sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit. This is especially important in Howard County, with its wide range of contexts from rural to suburban to urban. Complete Streets come in all shapes and sizes…
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…with shared use paths …or paved shoulders

Rural roads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahSuch as rural roads, with shared use paths or paved shoulders.
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… can be shared if they 
are low traffic

… or narrower with 
sidewalks 

Residential streets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leah... Or residential streets, which can be shared by both cars and people walking and biking if they are low traffic, or narrower with sidewalks if they are higher traffic as shown on the right.
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… can accommodate all 
road users in small towns

Commercial streets

… and urban centers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahCommercial streets can accommodate all road users, as shown in the photo of a main street on the left, or designed to prioritize people on foot, as shown in the rendering of the Merriweather District on the right.
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Separated bike facilities

… can accommodate all 
road users in mixed-use

… and suburban contexts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahInfrastructure such as separated bike lanes or shared use paths create a safe, low-stress space for people of all ages and abilities to ride on streets where there is more vehicular traffic or higher speeds.
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WHAT ARE
THE BENEFITS?
Communities across the country have 
benefited from Complete Streets in many ways. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leah(read from slide)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahThe National Complete Streets Coalition maintains an inventory of Complete Streets policies. Over 1600 Complete Streets policies have been passed throughout the country. Although the majority of those policies were adopted by cities...
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leah... 112 have been adopted by counties. Of those counties, only 4 have adopted Complete Streets design manuals or guides. The detailed design guidance provided in the proposed Howard County  Complete Streets Design Manual supports the goals expressed in the Complete Streets policy. It tells practitioners how to get from vision to reality.
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Benefits of Complete Streets 

Safety
Children & 

Older Adults Health

Economy Environment

Connectivity Equity Quality of Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahThe Complete Streets approach has a number of benefits.
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Benefits of Complete Streets 

Safety
Children & 

Older Adults Health

Economy Environment

Connectivity Equity Quality of Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahWell-designed Complete Streets keep speeds manageable, resulting in fewer and less severe crashes for everyone using the street
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Benefits of Complete Streets 

Safety
Children & 

Older Adults Health

Economy Environment

Connectivity Equity Quality of Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahComplete Streets provides more opportunities for our children and all of us to be more physically active, which can improve our physical health and mental wellbeing. By 2025, nearly 1 in 5 Americans will be 65 or older. According to surveys, about half of all non-drivers over the age of 65 would like to get out more often. Complete Streets allow older adults to travel safely whether they’re driving or not, helping them stay active in their communities. And Complete Streets better positions Howard County to be more age-friendly. 
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Benefits of Complete Streets 

Safety
Children & 

Older Adults Health

Economy Environment

Connectivity Equity Quality of Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahA connected network of Complete Streets provides a wide range of transportation choices for everyone.
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Benefits of Complete Streets 

Safety
Children & 

Older Adults Health

Economy Environment

Connectivity Equity Quality of Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahLower-income families, communities of color and older adults are disproportionately at risk in traffic crashes. Complete Streets helps address these traffic crashes. And Complete Streets centers equity to ensure community members are a part of the process when it comes to transportation projects.  
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Howard County’s 
Complete Streets Policy

• Requires updating the County’s practices to    
ensure that our streets are designed and built     
with everyone in mind
Biannual status memos to County Council (ongoing)
Community Engagement Plan                                           

1 year
Design Manual Updates (Volume III, Roads & Bridges) 

2 years
Subdivision and Land Development Regulations       

3 years, following adoption of General Plan update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTThe Complete Streets policy requires updates to the County’s practices to ensure that our streets are designed and built with all road users in mind.  Since the adoption of the policy in October of 2019, status memos have been provided to County Council every year in October and April. Last October, we released the draft Community Engagement Plan, which will be formally adopted as an appendix to the Design Manual. The policy required design manual updates within two years of the adoption of the policy. The formal review of those updates is starting now, with the public comment period, and is anticipated to culminate with Council action in December. The Subdivision and Land Development Regulations will be updated to incorporate the recommendations of the Complete Streets policy following the adoption of the General Plan. Necessary changes to the portions of the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance that relate to transportation will also be considered at that time. That process will be completed over the course of the next year and may require additional updates to Volume III of the Design Manual once it is complete.
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Howard County’s 
Complete Streets Policy

• Requires updating the County’s practices to    
ensure that our streets are designed and built     
with everyone in mind
Biannual status memos to County Council (ongoing)
Community Engagement Plan                                           

1 year
Design Manual Updates (Volume III, Roads & Bridges) 

2 years
Subdivision and Land Development Regulations       

3 years, following adoption of General Plan update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTToday’s focus will be on Design Manual Updates. I want to clarify that when we use the phrase “Design Manual Updates” today, we are only referring to updates to Volume III, which was previously “Roads and Bridges,” and is now “Complete Streets and Bridges.”
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Design Manual, Volume III

• Chapter 1, Introduction
• Chapter 2, Street Design
• Chapter 3, Structures
• Chapter 4, Adequate Public Facilities Test 

Evaluation Requirements
• Chapter 5, Multimodal Traffic Studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTVolume III consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the rest of the Volume and includes information on Howard County Street Types and the appropriate process for retrofits.Chapter 2 provides Designers with technical guidance on how streets, pedestrian facilities, and bicycle facilities should be designed and built in Howard County.Chapter 3 provides Designers with technical guidance on how structures like bridges and retaining walls should be designed and built in Howard County. This Chapter includes a brand new section on shared use path bridges, along with additional guidance on how structures should accommodate people walking and biking.Chapter 4 Adequate Public Facilities Test Evaluation Requirements will be addressed after the previously mentioned updates to the Subdivision and Land Development Regulations and APFO are addressed in the coming year.Chapter 5 includes new guidance on how traffic studies can better consider all modes, including updated guidance on bicycle studies, pedestrian studies, and safety studies.
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Design Manual, Volume III

• Chapter 1, Introduction – today’s focus
• Chapter 2, Street Design
• Chapter 3, Structures
• Chapter 4, Adequate Public Facilities Test 

Evaluation Requirements
• Chapter 5, Multimodal Traffic Studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTThe focus of today’s meeting is to provide an overview of updates with a focus on Chapter 1 and how Howard County’s new approach to the planning, design, and construction of streets will impact the general public.
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Design Manual, Volume III

• Chapter 1, Introduction – today’s focus
• Chapter 2, Street Design – 9/21
• Chapter 3, Structures – 9/21
• Chapter 4, Adequate Public Facilities Test 

Evaluation Requirements
• Chapter 5, Traffic Studies – 9/21

Visit www.howardcountymd.gov/DM-updates or scan 
to sign up for the 9/21 2pm workshop and review the draft 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTThe more detailed guidance provided in chapters 2, 3, and 5 will be the focus of next week’s public meeting scheduled for Thursday, October 21 at 2pm. You can sign up for that workshop in advance at the web address shown on the screen. That presentation will also be recorded and made available for those who cannot attend the meeting that day.I’m now going to turn things over to Bryan Townsend from WRA to provide the overview of updates to the Design Manual.

http://www.howardcountymd.gov/DM-updates
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Design Manual, Volume III
Revisions based on established design guidance and 
best practices including:
• American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
• Maryland State Highway Administration (MDOT SHA)
• National Cooperative Highway Research Program 

(NCHRP)
• Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
• National Association of City Transportation Officials 

(NACTO)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanThank you, Chris. All of the revisions we have made to the Design Manual have been based on established design guidance from numerous sources. As with the current Design Manual, primary guidance comes from the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, also known as the Green Book. Detailed design guidance from the sources shown here is provided within the updated Design Manual as appropriate. Sometimes, a cross-reference to external guidance is provided, notably in instances where new guidance is expected soon, or updates are expected regularly. This ensures that designers refer to up-to-date guidance.
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Chapter 1, Introduction

• Equity Emphasis Areas
• Capital projects vs. land development projects
• Community Engagement Plan
• Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plans
• New Street Types for new construction
• Retrofit guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanToday, Chris and I will focus on the parts of Chapter 1 – the Introduction to the Design Manual - that are proposed to have substantial revisions from the current Manual.
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Equity Emphasis Areas
Section 1.1.D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTEquity is at the center of transportation decision making in Howard County. To ensure resources are directed toward traditionally underserved communities and those with the greatest need, the County evaluated Equity Emphasis Areas (EEA) using U.S. Census Bureau data. This system is used in the project prioritization process, whereby priority is be given to census tracts with higher EEA scores. The EEA is also used to identify which population groups live near a proposed transportation improvement and inform community engagement strategies.
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Capital Projects

• Project ideas are often generated by 
transportation master plans and studies, such as 
WalkHoward and BikeHoward

• Planning and potential funding strategies are 
evaluated by the Howard County Office of 
Transportation, Department of Public Works, and 
Department of Planning and Zoning

• Project delivery (engineering and construction) is 
by the Howard County Department of Public 
Works

Section 1.2.A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT(read text on slide)After the adoption and funding of Capital Projects via the County’s budget process, it is normal practice for the County to engage the services of consulting engineers (designers) to provide the detailed engineering for transportation projects. Selection of a Designer is made in accordance with County regulations and policies. Consultants are required to follow the guidance explained in the Design Manual.
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Land Development Projects

• Transportation improvements are planned, funded, 
designed, and constructed by a private entity as part 
of a residential or commercial development

• Developers must design transportation improvements 
based on guidance provided in the Design Manual

• The provision of off-site improvements is largely 
dictated by the Subdivision and Land Development 
Regulations, which are required to CR 120-2019 to be 
updated for Complete Streets 6 months after the 
Design Manual update

Section 1.2.B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTA Land Development Project arises whenever a land developer engages in the subdivision of land or the development of a parcel of land, both  of which fall under the requirements of the Subdivision and Land Development Regulations. When this is the case, the developer is required to cover the cost of construction of these facilities and prepare an engineering report, construction plans and specifications, easement documents, and inspection of the construction work. A Developer Project is represented by a signed contract called a Developer Agreement between the developer and the County.
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Community Engagement Plan
Section 1.2.D

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTEquitable community engagement is essential to the success of Complete Streets, particularly in the planning and design phases when decisions are being made. Howard County’s goal for community engagement is to enable people who are affected by transportation projects, particularly groups that have been historically disinvested, to play a meaningful role in the planning and decisions about transportation projects that impact their lives. Striving for equity in engagement requires acknowledging that everyone does not start at the same place, and some people may need different resources to meaningfully participate in the transportation planning process.The Community Engagement Plan (CEP) presents a public involvement approach for transportation projects. It is intended to illustrate procedures for how Howard County employees and others involved in development of transportation projects will engage with the general public in the transportation project development process. 
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Master Plans
Section 1.2.E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTThe primary purpose of Howard County’s pedestrian and bicycle master plans is to provide a framework for improving conditions for people walking and bicycling in Howard County and promoting both modes as safe and convenient travel options. Because the pedestrian and bicycle master plans include specific recommendations to promote walking and bicycling networks, Designers are asked to familiarize themselves with these plans and incorporate relevantrecommendations into their projects. The Design Manual provides detailed design guidance for pedestrian and bicycle facilities that supports the stated goals of each master plan. Chapter 5 stipulates that multimodal transportation studies include concept level design for continuous pedestrian and low-stress bicycle connections be provided to schools, parks, and libraries located within a half mile of the development site. Approved concepts will be incorporated into updates to Howard County planning documents, including the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plans.
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New Street Types
Section 1.3

Mixed Use Suburban

Boulevard Parkway

Town Center Connector Neighborhood Connector

Town Center Street Neighborhood Street 1

Neighborhood Street 2

Local (applies to mixed use and suburban contexts)

Neighborhood Yield Street

Alley

Other

Industrial

Rural

Country Road

Rural Development Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanAs noted throughout this presentation, the draft Design Manual provides guidance on how to accommodate all modes including travel by foot, bicycle, transit, or motor vehicle. The Implementation team has developed 12 street types in Howard County that will be used to design new streets. These Street Types will provide the template for the design of new roadways and significant roadway reconstruction. Each Street Type accommodates people walking, biking, and driving.  Streets feature narrower roadway sections that reflect best practice for street design and speed management relative to the land use context. Generally, the new street types can be grouped into Mixed Use, Suburban, Industrial, and Rural land uses. Designers will select the appropriate Street type based on the land use and anticipated traffic on the street.
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Boulevard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanFirst, let’s take a look at the mixed use street types which are appropriate for higher density areas with residential and commercial development. Mixed use street types would be appropriate for future development in areas similar to Maple Lawn or the Merriweather District.  Higher volumes of people walking and biking are anticipated in these areas, so separated bike lanes and sidewalks are provided, with a buffer separating both facilities from the street. A frontage zone located outside the public right of way between the sidewalk and buildings can accommodate outdoor dining.  The highest volume mixed use district street is the Boulevard, with two travel lanes in each direction, and a median; depending on demand, parking lanes may be provided.
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Town Center Connector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanLower-volume streets in a mixed use district will be accommodated by the Town Center Connector, which features one vehicular travel lane in each direction and a center turn lane. 
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Town Center Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanAnd the narrowest mixed-use street – the Town Center Street - is appropriate for low traffic volumes that only require one travel lane in each direction. Each mixed use street type features identical accommodations for people walking and bicycling.
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Parkway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanIn a suburban area, Parkways will be the highest volume street type. Parkways are similar to existing roadways such as Broken Land Parkway and Snowden River Parkway. Since walking and biking volumes are anticipated to be lower than in mixed use areas, shared use paths are proposed to provide a low-stress environment for people walking and biking. Paths are proposed on both sides of the street to provide people with easy access to destinations in locations where crossing opportunities are less frequent. Parking is not allowed on this street type.
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Neighborhood Connector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanNeighborhood Connectors will also provide shared use paths along a three-lane roadway. The median may be paved or have landscaping, depending on the details of the design.  Again due to the roadway width and the potential for infrequent opportunities to cross the street, this street type features shared use pathways on both sides of the street. Parking lanes are optional.
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Neighborhood Street 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanAlso in the suburban context, there are two types of proposed lower-volume, lower speed neighborhood streets with one lane in each direction and optional parking – the street type shown here will feature a bike lane in both directions, separated by a painted buffer from the travel lane; pedestrians will be accommodated by sidewalks.
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Neighborhood Street 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanThis street type is similar, but provides a shared use path facility for bicycles and pedestrians on one side of the street.  This street type may be selected for design instead of the street on the previous slide when there are local destinations that a child may access by bicycle, such as a school or library.
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Neighborhood Yield Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanNeighborhood Yield Streets are low-volume neighborhood streets that feature sidewalks on both sides of the street. Narrow lanes and on street parking encourage low-speeds, which in turn creates a comfortable environment for bicyclists to share the street with motor vehicles. The width of the street is dependent on the anticipated amount of traffic. 
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Alley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanIn certain areas, privately owned alleys will provide access to residential and commercial buildings – these very low-volume streets will be narrow, and all modes will use the full street.
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Industrial Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanNow for our third context: In industrial areas, truck volumes are expected to be higher than on other street types. A shared use path is recommended for these streets to separate bicyclists from frequent large vehicles.  A sidewalk would be provided on the opposite side of the street. Although a two-lane section with parking is shown on this slide, a three-lane section featuring a center turn lane could be depending on how many vehicles are anticipated to turn left on the street.
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Country Road

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanLastly, we address rural areas.  New segments of country roads in rural areas would include shoulders that could be used by bicyclists and pedestrians. Drainage would run off the road into ditches on either side.  If BikeHoward identifies the need for a shared use path along a country road, it may be provided instead of 8’ shoulders.
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Rural Development Street

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanOn low-volume residential streets in rural areas, all users including pedestrians and people riding bikes share the street. Parking is often infrequent but can be accommodated within the roadway section.
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Retrofit Projects

1. Identify preferred cross section based on new 
street types in Section 1.3.C

2. If enough right of way is not available, County or 
developer is required to make a good faith effort 
to acquire additional right of way to construct 
preferred cross section

3. If right of way cannot be obtained, or there are 
physical constraints (steep slopes, wetlands, 
proximity to buildings, etc.), trade-offs must be 
considered

Section 1.3.E

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanThe streets that I just described will be used when new streets are proposed – but what about a project that seeks to upgrade an existing street?First, the designer will identify the preferred elements of the roadway based on the street types that we just discussed.If there is not enough right of way available, the County or developer is required to make a good faith effort to acquire additional right of way to construct the preferred street type.However, if right of way cannot be obtained, or there are physical constraints (steep slopes, wetlands, proximity to buildings, etc.), trade-offs must be considered – all with a focus on working towards a comprehensive network of multimodal accommodation.
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Trade-Offs
• Reduce median width
• Reduce width of motor vehicle lanes
• Eliminate on-street parking
• Reduce width of the tree zone
• Combine sidewalk-level separated bike lane with sidewalk 

to create a shared use path
• Reduce number of motor vehicle lanes
• Locate some elements of section outside of right of way in 

an easement (i.e. sidewalk or shared use path)
• Reduce shared use path width
• Eliminate sidewalk or shared use path on one side of the 

street
• Downgrade bicycle facility type
• Provide lower-stress bicycle facility on parallel route

Section 1.3.E.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTOften there is not sufficient right of way to incorporate the preferred typical section, so the designer must consider trade-offs to accommodate space for all modes (review select bullets).
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Retrofit Case Studies

• Whiteacre Road
• Oakland Mills
• Rogers Ave
• Savage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoTThe Design Manual formalizes the approach the County has taken to complete multiple recent Complete Streets retrofits.
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Whiteacre Road
Before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Whiteacre Road
After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Oakland Mills
Before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Oakland Mills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Rogers Avenue
Before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Rogers Avenue
Proposed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Savage Complete Streets
Before

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Savage Complete Streets
After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris/OoT
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Next workshop
• Reviewing Speed Management tools

– Designing streets for the speed we want
– Managing speeds to improve safety for all road users

• Right-sizing our intersections
– Accommodating appropriate vehicles
– Managing turning speeds
– Reducing pedestrian crossing distance

• Improving safety at pedestrian crossings
– Lead Pedestrian Intervals
– Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons

• Establishing bicycle facility design standards
– Level of Traffic Stress analysis
– Bicycle Facility Types
– Bicycle Facility Selection

Section 1.3.E.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BryanWe will be hosting another workshop next Thursday at 2pm that will provide an overview of the draft Manual for designers, although all are welcome to attend. A link to register will be provided in the chat. This workshop will only be hosted on Webex, but a recording will be made available.  Today, we wanted to take a couple of minutes to highlight some themes covered in other chapters of the draft Manual.The Manual will provide guidance to design our Streets to the speed “we want” – that is suitable for the context and users of the street. To help achieve that outcome, speed management strategies are identified in the Manual.  The new roadways described earlier are a portion of this strategy and will be supplemented by other elements that help drivers choose the appropriate travel speed.  Many of the strategies are being used in Howard County in some form already, including chicanes, narrowed lanes, speed humps, and raised intersections; roundabouts also serve to slow traffic in key locations.  Managing speed is essential to the safety of all users of the street.The draft Manual also provides guidance on making our intersections the right size – large enough for vehicles that frequently use the street and for fire response to traverse the intersection at safe speeds, but with intersections analyzed to reduce crossing distances for bicycles and pedestrians and improve visibility between all users.Additional guidance around pedestrian accommodation is provided; for instance, under certain circumstances analysis may indicate that a pedestrian should receive a “walk” indication in advance of a corresponding green light for vehicles. Guidance is also provided for traffic safety devices such as Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons which can be employed at key locations after the crossing is evaluated, such as was provided at Blandair Park.And last but not least, the draft Manual provides significant guidance for design of bicycle facilities, including how to evaluate provision of lower-stress facilities, and how to select and implement them.Through a comprehensive update using established guidance to re-envision Howard County streets as Complete Streets, the draft manual provides a significant step forward in the process to “make the street network safer and more convenient for those who drive, bicycle, walk, or take the bus – improving quality of life and making Howard County a better and more equitable place to live, work, and play.” 
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Any questions for us?

If you wish to submit a question or comment, please use the chat feature 
on Webex or send them to transportation@howardcountymd.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leah to facilitate Q&A

mailto:transportation@howardcountymd.gov
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Interested in more details?

Visit www.howardcountymd.gov/DM-updates
or scan here to:
• Register for the next public workshop on                   

Thursday, October 21
• Read the draft Design Manual
• Take the survey

Or search “Howard County Complete Streets Design Manual”

Thank you for participating!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LeahThank you for participating. Visit the website to read the draft plan and provide feedback.

http://www.howardcountymd.gov/DM-updates
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